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Lopolk & Klopol (Part I):

Once upon a time, a long time ago, there was a planet far away from earth called the Lopolk, and on this planet
there lived a dwarf family. Their neighbors on the left side were smurfs, and neighbors on the other side were
LEGO figures. One day, a UFO landed on Lopolk. From inside the UFO walked out four aliens: Bok, Nit, Seg
and Har. Seg said: “Hi, I’m Seg, and these are my three friends Bok, Nit and Har.” Aliens took one dwarf, one
smurf and one LEGO figure to their UFO, and they flew away. Then the others met on the street and said at the
same time: “What are we gonna do?!”
To be continued...

Spot these on a walk:
owl, school bus, squirrel, dwarf, Summit sign, maple tree, bicycle, restaurant, dandylion, magnolia
Time how long it takes you. Then send us your time, we will publish winners. You cannot bring the items with
you.

Local restaurant status:
Peking

Bagel
Shop

Sunny
Asia

Marco polo

La Focaccia

Dunkin’
Donuts

Closed

6am-3pm
Takeout

Closed

11am-7pm
7 days,
Takeout
Delivery

Lunch, Dinner
5am-8pm
7 days, Takeout 7 days
Delivery
Takeout

Antonio’s Deli &
pizza
Open

Houses with rainbows:
Support healthcare workers
Have a laugh:
● How many boxes can you put into the empty
backpack?
One, because then the backpack is not empty.
● How high is absolute smallest?
When you need a chair to stand on, so that you could
look under your carpet.
● The crow flies through the forest and croaks:
- Caw, caw, caw.
Suddenly he plunges into the tree:
- Chirp, Claw, oh-oh, I can't remember.
ps:
Only this issue is on paper, other issues will be electronic. If you
want the next issue of this newspaper, please send us an email
to: kristinalarajancigova@zsgorazda.sk.

